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### Part One

#### SESSION 1  TOMOSYNTHESIS AND MAMMOGRAPHY

| 10132 02 | GPU-accelerated compressed-sensing (CS) image reconstruction in chest digital tomosynthesis (CDT) using CUDA programming [10132-1] |
| 10132 03 | Stationary intraoral tomosynthesis for dental imaging [10132-2] |
| 10132 04 | An atlas-based organ dose estimator for tomosynthesis and radiography [10132-3] |
| 10132 05 | Lesion characterization in spectral photon-counting tomosynthesis [10132-4] |
| 10132 06 | Pipeline for effective denoising of digital mammography and digital breast tomosynthesis (Runner Up Physics of Medical Imaging Student Paper Award) [10132-5] |

#### SESSION 2  DETECTORS

<p>| 10132 07 | Signal and noise characteristics of a CdTe-based photon counting detector: cascaded systems analysis and experimental studies [10132-6] |
| 10132 08 | SWAD: transient conductivity and pulse-height spectrum [10132-7] |
| 10132 09 | Direct measurement of Lubberts effect in Cs:TI scintillators using single x-ray photon imaging (First Place Robert F. Wagner All-Conference Best Student Paper Award; First Place Physics of Medical Imaging Student Paper Award) [10132-8] |
| 10132 0A | Exploration of strategies for implementation of screen-printed mercuric iodide converters in direct detection AMFPIs for digital breast tomosynthesis [10132-9] |
| 10132 0B | Temporal imaging for accurate time, space, and energy localization of photoelectric events in monolithic scintillators [10132-10] |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SESSION 3</th>
<th>JOINT SESSION WITH MI101 AND MI105: TASK-BASED ASSESSMENT IN CT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10132 0D</td>
<td>Dependence of quantitative accuracy of CT perfusion imaging on system parameters [10132-12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 0E</td>
<td>Joint optimization of fluence field modulation and regularization in task-driven computed tomography [10132-13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 0F</td>
<td>Pushing the boundaries of diagnostic CT systems for high spatial resolution imaging tasks [10132-14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 0G</td>
<td>Practical implementation of channelized hotelling observers: effect of ROI size [10132-15]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SESSION 4</th>
<th>CONE BEAM CT I: NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND CORRECTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10132 0H</td>
<td>Task-driven orbit design and implementation on a robotic C-arm system for cone-beam CT [10132-16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 0I</td>
<td>Geometric calibration using line fiducials for cone-beam CT with general, non-circular source-detector trajectories [10132-17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 0J</td>
<td>Shading correction for cone-beam CT in radiotherapy: validation of dose calculation accuracy using clinical images [10132-18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 0K</td>
<td>Development and clinical translation of a cone-beam CT scanner for high-quality imaging of intracranial hemorrhage [10132-19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 0L</td>
<td>Lab-based x-ray nanoCT imaging [10132-20]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SESSION 5</th>
<th>CT: RECONSTRUCTION AND ALGORITHMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10132 0M</td>
<td>High quality high spatial resolution functional classification in low dose dynamic CT perfusion using singular value decomposition (SVD) and k-means clustering [10132-21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 0N</td>
<td>Statistical distributions of ultra-low dose CT sinograms and their fundamental limits [10132-22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 0O</td>
<td>Polyenergetic known-component reconstruction without prior shape models [10132-23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 0P</td>
<td>Practical interior tomography with small region piecewise model prior [10132-24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 0Q</td>
<td>SparseCT: interrupted-beam acquisition and sparse reconstruction for radiation dose reduction [10132-25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 0R</td>
<td>Localized and efficient cardiac CT reconstruction [10132-26]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### SESSION 6  KEYNOTE AND RADIATION DOSE

| 10132 0S | Driving CT developments the last mile: case examples of successful and somewhat less successful translations into clinical practice (Keynote Paper) [10132-27] |
| 10132 0T | Dose comparison between CTDI and the AAPM Report No. 111 methodology in adult, adolescent, and child head phantom [10132-28] |
| 10132 0U | Skin dose mapping for non-uniform x-ray fields using a backscatter point spread function [10132-29] |

### SESSION 7  PHOTON COUNTING I: INSTRUMENTATION

| 10132 0V | Effect of spatio-energy correlation in PCD due to charge sharing, scatter, and secondary photons [10132-30] |
| 10132 0W | Improving material separation of high-flux whole-body photon counting computed tomography by K-edge pre-filtration [10132-31] |
| 10132 0X | Nanoparticle imaging probes for molecular imaging with computed tomography and application to cancer imaging [10132-32] |
| 10132 0Y | Ultra-high spatial resolution multi-energy CT using photon counting detector technology [10132-33] |

### SESSION 8  CONE BEAM CT II: OPTIMIZATION AND RECONSTRUCTION

| 10132 0Z | Low signal correction scheme for low dose CBCT: the good, the bad, and the ugly [10132-34] |
| 10132 10 | High-resolution extremity cone-beam CT with a CMOS detector: task-based optimization of scintillator thickness [10132-35] |
| 10132 11 | Integration of prior CT into CBCT reconstruction for improved image quality via reconstruction of difference: first patient studies [10132-36] |
| 10132 12 | Brain perfusion imaging using a Reconstruction-of-Difference (RoD) approach for cone-beam computed tomography [10132-37] |
| 10132 13 | Deformable known component model-based reconstruction for coronary CT angiography [10132-38] |

### SESSION 9  PHASE CONTRAST IMAGING

<p>| 10132 14 | Improving image quality in laboratory x-ray phase-contrast imaging [10132-39] |
| 10132 16 | A resolution-enhancing image reconstruction method for few-view differential phase-contrast tomography [10132-41] |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SE 10</td>
<td>A joint-reconstruction approach for single-shot edge illumination x-ray phase-contrast tomography</td>
<td>10132-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 10</td>
<td>Potential bias in signal estimation for grating-based x-ray multi-contrast imaging</td>
<td>10132-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 10</td>
<td><strong>PHOTON COUNTING II: ALGORITHMS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 10</td>
<td>Estimating basis line-integrals in spectral distortion-modeled photon counting CT: K-edge imaging using dictionary learning-based x-ray transmittance modeling</td>
<td>10132-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 10</td>
<td>Spectral CT metal artifact reduction with an optimization-based reconstruction algorithm</td>
<td>10132-46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 10</td>
<td>A multi-step method for material decomposition in spectral computed tomography</td>
<td>10132-47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 10</td>
<td>Resolution improvement in x-ray imaging with an energy-resolving detector</td>
<td>10132-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 10</td>
<td>Classification of breast microcalcifications using spectral mammography</td>
<td>10132-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 11</td>
<td><strong>NUCLEAR MEDICINE AND MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 11</td>
<td>MLAA-based RF surface coil attenuation estimation in hybrid PET/MR imaging</td>
<td>10132-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 11</td>
<td>Nonlinear PET parametric image reconstruction with MRI information using kernel method</td>
<td>10132-51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 11</td>
<td>Fast and accurate Monte Carlo-based system response modeling for a digital whole-body PET</td>
<td>10132-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 11</td>
<td>Improved attenuation correction for respiratory gated PET/CT with extended-duration cine CT: a simulation study</td>
<td>10132-53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 11</td>
<td>Estimating posterior image variance with sparsity-based object priors for MRI</td>
<td>10132-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 12</td>
<td><strong>NEW SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 12</td>
<td>3D-printed focused collimator for intra-operative gamma-ray detection</td>
<td>10132-56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 12</td>
<td>Blood-pool contrast agent for pre-clinical computed tomography</td>
<td>10132-57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 12</td>
<td>Automated 3D coronary sinus catheter detection using a scanning-beam digital x-ray system</td>
<td>10132-58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE 12</td>
<td>An x-ray-based capsule for colorectal cancer screening incorporating single photon counting technology</td>
<td>10132-59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Simulation of a compact analyzer-based imaging system with a regular x-ray source [10132-201]

SESSION 13 MODELING AND SIMULATIONS I: CT

Airways, vasculature, and interstitial tissue: anatomically informed computational modeling of human lungs for virtual clinical trials [10132-61]

A virtual clinical trial using projection-based nodule insertion to determine radiologist reader performance in lung cancer screening CT [10132-62]

Inter-algorithm lesion volumetry comparison of real and 3D simulated lung lesions in CT [10132-63]

Learning-based stochastic object models for use in optimizing imaging systems [10132-64]

False dyssynchrony: problem with image-based cardiac functional analysis using x-ray computed tomography [10132-65]

Reanimating patients: cardio-respiratory CT and MR motion phantoms based on clinical CT patient data [10132-66]

SESSION 14 MODELING AND SIMULATIONS II: BREAST IMAGING

High-resolution, anthropomorphic, computational breast phantom: fusion of rule-based structures with patient-based anatomy [10132-67]

Detectability of artificial lesions in anthropomorphic virtual breast phantoms of variable glandular fraction [10132-68]

Third generation anthropomorphic physical phantom for mammography and DBT: incorporating voxelized 3D printing and uniform chest wall QC region [10132-69]

A physical breast phantom for 2D and 3D x-ray imaging made through inkjet printing [10132-70]

In silico imaging clinical trials for regulatory evaluation: initial considerations for VICTRE, a demonstration study [10132-71]

SESSION 15 BREAST IMAGING: TOMOSYNTHESIS

Metal artifact reduction using a patch-based reconstruction for digital breast tomosynthesis [10132-74]

Comparing the imaging performance of computed super resolution and magnification tomosynthesis [10132-73]
An alternate design for the Defrise phantom to quantify resolution in digital breast tomosynthesis [10132-72]

Metal and calcification artifact reduction for digital breast tomosynthesis [10132-75]

Contrast enhanced imaging with a stationary digital breast tomosynthesis system [10132-76]

Effects of detector blur and correlated noise on digital breast tomosynthesis reconstruction [10132-77]

POSTER SESSION: CONE-BEAM CT

Cone-beam CT image contrast and attenuation-map linearity improvement (CALI) for brain stereotactic radiosurgery procedures [10132-78]

Dual energy approach for cone beam artifacts correction [10132-79]

A patch-based CBCT scatter artifact correction using prior CT [10132-80]

Shading correction algorithm for cone-beam CT in radiotherapy: extensive clinical validation of image quality improvement [10132-81]

A biomechanical modeling guided simultaneous motion estimation and image reconstruction technique (SMEIR-Bio) for 4D-CBCT reconstruction [10132-82]

4D DSA reconstruction using tomosynthesis projections [10132-83]

Estimating 3D local noise power spectrum from a few FDK-reconstructed cone-beam CT scans [10132-84]

Motion vector field upsampling for improved 4D cone-beam CT motion compensation of the thorax [10132-85]

Automated framework for estimation of lung tumor locations in kV-CBCT images for tumor-based patient positioning in stereotactic lung body radiotherapy [10132-86]

POSTER SESSION: CTI: NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND CORRECTIONS

Comparative study of bowtie and patient scatter in diagnostic CT [10132-88]

A deterministic integral spherical harmonics method for scatter simulation in computed tomography [10132-89]

Optimal sinogram sampling with temporally offset pixels in continuous rotation CT (Runner Up Physics of Medical Imaging Student Paper Award) [10132-90]

Beam hardening correction using length linearization [10132-91]
Fast frame rate rodent cardiac x-ray imaging using scintillator lens coupled to CMOS camera [10132-92]

Low-dose 4D myocardial perfusion with x-ray micro-CT [10132-93]

An investigation of low-dose 3D scout scans for computed tomography [10132-94]

Adaptability index: quantifying CT tube current modulation performance from dose and quality informatics [10132-95]

Experimental evaluation of dual multiple aperture devices for fluence field modulated x-ray computed tomography [10132-96]

Estimation of non-solid lung nodule volume with low-dose CT protocols: effect of reconstruction algorithm and measurement method [10132-97]

Novel method to calibrate CT scanners with a conic probe body [10132-98]

ROI reconstruction for model-based iterative reconstruction (MBIR) via a coupled dictionary learning [10132-99]

Accelerating separable footprint (SF) forward and back projection on GPU [10132-100]

A new approach to solving the prior image constrained compressed sensing (PICCS) with applications in CT image reconstruction [10132-101]

Computer simulation of low-dose CT with clinical lung image database: a preliminary study [10132-102]

Reconstruction of four-dimensional computed tomography images during treatment time using electronic portal imaging device images based on a dynamic 2D/3D registration [10132-103]

Deep learning methods to guide CT image reconstruction and reduce metal artifacts [10132-104]

Choosing anisotropic voxel dimensions in optimization-based image reconstruction for limited angle CT [10132-105]

A data-driven regularization strategy for statistical CT reconstruction [10132-106]

Image quality improvement in MDCT cardiac imaging via SMART-RECON method [10132-107]
10132 30  Projection-based motion estimation for cardiac functional analysis with high temporal resolution: a proof-of-concept study with digital phantom experiment [10132-108]

10132 31  Investigation into image quality difference between total variation and nonlinear sparsifying transform based compressed sensing [10132-109]

10132 32  Image-based metal artifact reduction in x-ray computed tomography utilizing local anatomical similarity [10132-110]

10132 33  Compressed sensing of sparsity-constrained total variation minimization for CT image reconstruction [10132-111]

10132 34  FBP embedded iterative method to efficiently solve the low-dose CT [10132-112]

POSTER SESSION: PHOTON COUNTING: SPECTRAL CT, INSTRUMENTATION, AND ALGORITHMS

10132 35  Discrimination of clinically significant calcium salts using MARS spectral CT [10132-113]

10132 36  Response functions of multi-pixel-type CdTe detector: toward development of precise material identification on diagnostic x-ray images by means of photon counting [10132-116]

10132 37  Dual energy CT kidney stone differentiation in photon counting computed tomography [10132-117]

10132 38  Statistical iterative material image reconstruction for spectral CT using a semi-empirical forward model [10132-118]

10132 39  Development of a novel method based on a photon counting technique with the aim of precise material identification in clinical x-ray diagnosis [10132-119]

10132 3A  Material decomposition in an arbitrary number of dimensions using noise compensating projection [10132-121]

10132 3B  Theoretical characterization of performance effectiveness of photon-counting technique for digital radiography applications [10132-122]

10132 3C  Effects of dead time on quantitative dual-energy imaging using a position-sensitive spectroscopic detector [10132-123]

10132 3D  X-ray spectral calibration from transmission measurements using Gaussian blur model [10132-124]

10132 3F  A TV-constrained decomposition method for spectral CT [10132-126]

10132 3G  A study of modeling x-ray transmittance for material decomposition without contrast agents [10132-127]

10132 3H  A polychromatic adaption of the Beer-Lambert model for spectral decomposition [10132-128]
Establishing a method to measure bone structure using spectral CT [10132-129]

Renal stone characterization using high resolution imaging mode on a photon counting detector CT system [10132-130]

A BVMF-B algorithm for nonconvex nonlinear regularized decomposition of spectral x-ray projection images [10132-131]

Calibration methods influence quantitative material decomposition in photon-counting spectral CT [10132-132]

Sensitivity analysis of pulse pileup model parameter in photon counting detectors [10132-133]

Enhancement of weakly tagged fecal materials in dual-energy CT colonography using spectral-driven iterative reconstruction technique [10132-134]

Detection of increased vasa vasorum in artery walls: improving CT number accuracy using image deconvolution [10132-135]

Lung nodule volume quantification and shape differentiation with an ultra-high resolution technique on a photon counting detector CT system [10132-137]

Development of a photon counting detector response model using multiple transmission spectra [10132-138]

Empirical neural network forward model for maximum likelihood material decomposition in spectral CT [10132-139]

Impact of Compton scatter on material decomposition using a photon counting spectral detector [10132-140]

POSTER SESSION: DETECTORS

Modeling blur in various detector geometries for MeV radiography [10132-141]

High density scintillating glass proton imaging detector [10132-142]

A CMOS-based high-resolution fluoroscope (HRF) detector prototype with 49.5μm pixels for use in endovascular image guided interventions (EIGI) [10132-143]

2x2 oversampling in digital radiography imaging for CsI-based scintillator detectors [10132-144]

High spatial resolution performance of pixelated scintillators (Cum Laude Poster Award) [10132-145]

Comparison of high resolution x-ray detectors with conventional FPDs using experimental MTFs and apodized aperture pixel design for reduced aliasing [10132-146]
POSTER SESSION: RADIATION DOSE

Dose conversion coefficients for partial-fan CBCT scans [10132-148]

Organ and effective dose reduction for region-of-interest (ROI) CBCT and fluoroscopy [10132-149]

Monte Carlo investigation of backscatter point spread function for x-ray imaging examinations [10132-150]

Effects of sparse sampling in combination with iterative reconstruction on quantitative bone microstructure assessment [10132-151]

Evaluation of methods to produce an image library for automatic patient model localization for dose mapping during fluoroscopically guided procedures [10132-152]

Estimation of breast dose reduction potential for organ-based tube current modulated CT with wide dose reduction arc [10132-153]

POSTER SESSION: MAMMOGRAPHY AND BREAST TOMOSYNTHESIS

Detection of microcalcifications and tumor tissue in mammography using a CdTe-series photon-counting detector [10132-154]

Contrast-enhanced spectral mammography based on a photon-counting detector: quantitative accuracy and radiation dose [10132-155]

An adaptive toolkit for image quality evaluation in system performance test of digital breast tomosynthesis [10132-156]

Evaluation of effective detective quantum efficiency considering breast thickness and glandularity in prototype digital breast tomosynthesis system [10132-157]

Geometric calibration for a next-generation digital breast tomosynthesis system [10132-159]

Scatter reduction for grid-less mammography using the convolution-based image post-processing technique [10132-160]

Comparison of effects of dose on image quality in digital breast tomosynthesis across multiple vendors [10132-161]

Denoised ordered subset statistically penalized algebraic reconstruction technique (DOS-SPART) in digital breast tomosynthesis [10132-162]

Scattered radiation in DBT geometries with flexible breast compression paddles: a Monte Carlo simulation study [10132-163]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10132 4H</td>
<td>New high-resolution imaging technology: application of advanced radar technology for medical imaging [10132-164]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 4I</td>
<td>Multi-grid finite element method used for enhancing the reconstruction accuracy in Cerenkov luminescence tomography [10132-165]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 4J</td>
<td>Accelerated x-ray scatter projection imaging using multiple continuously moving pencil beams [10132-166]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 4K</td>
<td>Coded aperture coherent scatter spectral imaging for assessment of breast cancers: an ex-vivo demonstration [10132-167]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 4L</td>
<td>Mono-energy coronary angiography with a compact light source [10132-168]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 4M</td>
<td>Full three-dimensional direction-dependent x-ray scattering tomography [10132-169]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 4N</td>
<td>3D reconstruction of synapses with deep learning based on EM images [10132-170]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 4O</td>
<td>Estimating internal tissue temperature using microwave radiometry data and bioheat models [10132-171]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 4P</td>
<td>Optically tracked, single-coil, scanning magnetic induction tomography [10132-172]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 4Q</td>
<td>Quantitative 1D diffraction signatures during dual detector scatter VOI breast CBCT [10132-173]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 4R</td>
<td>Infrared microscopy imaging applied to obtain the index finger pad’s thermoregulation curves [10132-174]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 4S</td>
<td>Reconstruction method for x-ray imaging capsule [10132-175]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POSTER SESSION: NUCLEAR MEDICINE AND MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10132 4W</td>
<td>Dynamic PET image reconstruction for parametric imaging using the HYPR kernel method [10132-179]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 4X</td>
<td>Stability of gradient field corrections for quantitative diffusion MRI [10132-180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 4Z</td>
<td>Attenuation correction in SPECT images using attenuation map estimation with its emission data [10132-182]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10132 5I</td>
<td>Evaluation of the clinical efficacy of the PeTrack motion tracking system for respiratory gating in cardiac PET imaging [10132-184]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POSTER SESSION: OBSERVERS, MODELING, AND PHANTOMS

10132 52 Comparison of detectability in step-and-shoot mode and continuous mode digital tomosynthesis systems [10132-185]
10132 53 Improvements in low contrast detectability with iterative reconstruction and the effect of slice thickness [10132-186]
10132 54 The effect of a finite focal spot size on location dependent detectability in a fan beam CT system [10132-187]
10132 55 In-vivo detectability index: development and validation of an automated methodology [10132-188]
10132 56 Using non-specialist observers in 4AFC human observer studies [10132-189]
10132 57 Optimization of the simulation parameters for improving realism in anthropomorphic breast phantoms [10132-190]
10132 58 Validation study of the thorax phantom Lungman for optimization purposes [10132-191]
10132 59 Method for decreasing CT simulation time of complex phantoms and systems through separation of material specific projection data [10132-192]
10132 5A Phantom system for intraluminal x-ray imaging of the human colon [10132-193]
10132 5B Validation of Cooper's ligament thickness in software breast phantoms [10132-194]
10132 5C Computer simulation of the breast subcutaneous and retromammary tissue for use in virtual clinical trials [10132-195]
10132 5D Improved virtual cardiac phantom with variable diastolic filling rates and coronary artery velocities [10132-196]
10132 5E Quantification of the uncertainty in coronary CTA plaque measurements using dynamic cardiac phantom and 3D-printed plaque models [10132-197]
10132 5F Accuracy and variability of texture-based radiomics features of lung lesions across CT imaging conditions [10132-198]

POSTER SESSION: PHASE CONTRAST AND DARK FIELD IMAGING

10132 5G Preclinical x-ray dark-field imaging: foreign body detection [10132-199]
10132 5I Weighted singular value decomposition (wSVD) to improve the radiation dose efficiency of grating-based x-ray phase contrast imaging with a photon counting detector [10132-202]
10132 5K High resolution laboratory grating-based x-ray phase-contrast CT [10132-205]
10132 5L First experiences with in-vivo x-ray dark-field imaging of lung cancer in mice [10132-206]
Classification of the micromorphology of breast calcifications in x-ray dark-field mammography

Phase unwrapping with differential phase image

Focal spot size reduction using asymmetric collimation to enable reduced anode angles with a conventional angiographic x-ray tube for use with high resolution detectors

Experimental investigation of a HOPG crystal fan for x-ray fluorescence molecular imaging

Real time implementation of anti-scatter grid artifact elimination method for high resolution x-ray imaging CMOS detectors using Graphics Processing Units (GPUs)

Development of a prototype chest digital tomosynthesis R/F system

Localization of cardiac volume and patient features in inverse geometry x-ray fluoroscopy

X-ray vector radiography of a human hand

Performance evaluation of algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) for prototype chest digital tomosynthesis (CDT) system

Dental non-linear image registration and collection method with 3D reconstruction and change detection
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